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her three children from the trauma of climate change. Miller, 29, lives in rural Oklahoma, where an unseasonable drought has left about 7,000
acres of farmland arid. Her family of three boys is using a water tank on the property to quench their thirst. “I’m not sure what the future is going

to hold,” says Miller, a single mother and former waitress. “I’ve got to pray.” That’s hardly news. As the effects of climate change become
increasingly apparent -- and as emissions hit record highs -- people are seeking to grasp the implications for their own lives. Indeed, Americans at

all income levels are more likely to see climate change as a serious threat to their livelihoods than to others, according to a recent Gallup poll.
“People who aren’t already looking at the future are like, ‘Why should I worry about that now?’ ” says Helen Thomas, an environmental

communications expert at the National Wildlife Federation. “The priority for these people is their families.” People could be forgiven for feeling
helpless. But there are two realities that will help protect them from the worst effects of climate change, Thomas says. First, when temperatures
begin rising, fewer people will pay attention. “In a period of rapid, unpredictable warming, news cycles speed up,” she says. “People feel like,

‘Nothing is going to change for me.’ ” Meanwhile, the longer climate change takes to wreak its havoc, the more likely it is to be unseen. “Those
that have spent a lifetime in the sun have a different sense of time than a farmer or a city person,” Thomas says. “I live in a climate where I see

the effects of climate change every day. For the people who have been here long enough to have a sense of land use, you see the changes in your
own life.” “
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